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In its early days,Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) was
seen as an exciting,revolutionary aItemative to the structure-based
methodologies which had held sway for solong. The battle criesof the
new approach were,and remain,dynamic and stirring. As H.D.Brown
wrote:
Indeed,the single greatest chaIlenge in the profession is to move
significantly beyond the teaching of rules,pattems,delinitions,and
other knowledge“about”language to the point that we are teaching
our students tocomaumica:tegenuinely,spontaneously,and meaning-
fully in thesecondlanguage.(1990:l5)
In an effort to meet this challenge,the emphasis in teaching has
movedfrom discrete knowIedge aboutlanguage to such diverseand
holistic areas asleaming strategies,kinesthetics,cross-culturaI com-
munication and a host of others. One result of this shift was that a
chorus of “You can'tleam to speak thelanguage by studying grammar”
could be heard round the globe as the narrow confinesof the past were
rejected in favour of theseemingly endlesspossibilitiesopened by our
increasedunderstanding ofsecondlanguage acquisition andpedagogy.
However,1ike a middle-agedrevolutionary who is startledto
realize that he is viewed as part of theestablishment by younger
generations,CLT has come to an important crossroads. The once
innovative ideas and principles of the approach have now become
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ortl1odox doctrinestobechallenged,and,according to some,the
pendulum has swung back. A new callhas gone out:“Grammar is
back!”(Tonkyn,l994:1)
As Christopher Candlin maintained in his preface to Gmmmar and
theLanguage Teacher (1994),contrary to the popular image,grammar
has probably never disappeared from the arsenalof mostlanguage
teachers,even those whofirmly embrace the CLT approach. Never-
theless,a recent wave of research and enthusiasm has suggested that
grammar,though not of the type associated withthe Grammar-Trans-
lation Method,be retumed to a pivotalplace insecondlanguageleam-
ing and teaching.
Thefirst part of this paper willexamine the proposed justifications
for retuming grammar to the centre stage of languagepedagogy by
way of an overview of the theoreticalpositions taken for and against
the inclusion of explicit form-focused instruction. This wi l Ibefo l l-
owed by a discussion of some ways in which grammar can be integfated
into the syllabus of English communication classes at the university
levelto meet the overallcommunicative needs of our students.
TheoreticalPerspectives
Stephen Krashen hasled the way forthosewho have argued
against a central place for grammar in language instruction.
Krashen's hypothesesaboutsecondlanguageleaming remain very
controversial,and many respected academics have paid their respects
to the power and appealof his various sets of hypothesesby rebutting
them vocificerly over the years.
Criticsargue that Krashen'stheories,which are acknowledged to
“reflect some important principles of secondlanguage acquistion”
(H.D.Brown,l994:282),are often oversimplified,unsubstantiated,and
too narrowly defined to account for many variables in the processof
secondlanguage acquistion.' Nevertheless,the influence of Krashen's
theorieshave had a great dealto do with the de-emphasis in the formal
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or explicit instruction of grammar in secondlanguage classrooms
during the'communicative era'.
Krashen's interrelated hypothesesare genera1ly referred to as the
.bゆut H:llpothesis,and the two major pillars of the Input Hypothesis are
the Monitor Modeland the Input Hypothesis itself.
The Monitor Modelis based on the principlethatlanguageleaming
operates on two planes一“acquistion”and“1earning”. Acquisition is a
subconscious process,likened to firstlanguage acquisition or“picking
up”alanguage in a non-forma1,(i.e.non-structured)intuitive manner.
0n  the other hand,1earning is a conscious process,where the focus of
attention is on the awarenessof the formalproperties of alanguage
(forms,rulesetc.) and one's thought processesandlanguageperfor-
mance. The“Monitor”is part of this second plane,and it is often
characterized as an“editor”of ourlanguage performance and our
developing hypothesesabout therules of thelanguage.
The most controversialaspect of the Monitor Mode1,and ofgreat
relevancy to the efficacy of explicit instruction of form to second
language acquisition,is Krashen's claim thatacquisition andlearning
are mutualIy exclusive,the so-calIed“no-interface”position. The
belief in this rigid distinction between our conscious and subconscious
thought processes led Krashen to assert thatleaming rarely results in
acquisition,and that too muchleaming can,in fact,interfere with
acquisition. Thus,in addressing the role of grammar teaching in SL
classrooms,Krashen wrote:
The useof consciousgrammar i s limited. Not everyone Monitors.
Thosewho do Monitorsome of the time usethe Monitor for only a
sub-part of the grammar_ the effect of self -correction on accuracy is
modest. Secondlanguageperformerscan typicallyself -correct only a
smallpercentage of their errors. even when deliberately focl解d on
f o m_ and even when we only consider the easiest aspects of gram-
mar. ( l982: l2 )
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According to Krashen, the key to acquisition is input. As
proposed inthe Input Hypothesis,input willlead to acquisition i f the
leamer is exposed to understandablelanguagethat is slightlybeyond
theleamer's competence(i{learner's currentlevel}十 l ). The role of
'i十1'is so criticalthat Krashen wrote(1986:62)that“comprehensible
input is the only causative variable insecondlanguage acquisition”.
Inlight of the Monitor Modeland the Input Hypothesis,Krashen
proposedthat an effective teaching methodo1ogyshould be based onthe
principle thatleamers must be given maximum opportunities to com-
municate meaningfully in order to activate their acquisition process.
In order to provide thelearners with such opportunities,Krashen wrote
that the classroom input must be comprehensible and of sufficient
quantity,whichleads Krashen to place great importance onlistening
and reading. In terms of sy1labus design,1earning should be organized
around'communicative activities'which must be interesting and rele-
vant to theleamers,rather than any typeof grammaticallysequenced
syllabus. Thesecharacteristicscomprise what Krashen and Terrell
(1983)called“The NaturalApproach”.
The tremendous popularity and influence of The NaturaI
Approach,and other'strong versions'2 of CLT,such as Prabhu(1987)
and the Banglagore Project,and Brumfit(1984),combined to put the
attention to form welldown on thelist of priorities for many teachers.
Ironically,if grammar is indeed“onthe way back”,Krashen may
wellhave been the catalyst of the revival. As Brown(1994)pointed
out,it was the strong reaction against the views of Krashen and others
that sparked a great dea1of investigation of secondlanguage acquisi-
tion,and resulted in proposed alternatives to the'focus on 1auency at the
expense of accuracy'stereotype of the stronger versions CLT.
Let us briefly examine one of the main criticisms against Krashen,
the no-interface argument,and then expand the discussion to include
research-based justifications for a retum of grammar to a place of
importance insecondlanguage pedagogyandleaming.
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The problem with Krashen's stance is not that the distinctions
between acquiredlanguage(also referred to as I-1anguage(internal -
ized)) andlearnedlanguage (E-1anguage (externalized)) are not
accepted,but the issue is Krashen's extreme position of the mutual
exclusiveness of the two types of thought processes. Psychologists,
such as Barry McLaughlin(1990), warn that there are serious weaknes-
ses in making the distinction between subconscious and conscious
processes a foundation for a theory of secondlanguage acquisition.
McLaughlin wrote that not only are the definitions of the terms sti11
highly debated by psychologists,but also that differentiating between
the conscious and the subconscious isn't as feasible as Krashen's the-
ories assume.
McLaughlin (1978) offered an alternate model from cognitive
psycho1ogywhich sees a 'softer',more complimentary view of the two
processes. His modelseeslanguage performance as an outcome of
whether “controlled processes” (learned/Monitor) or “automatic
processes” (acquired) are being used. Sharwood-Smith interpreted
McLaughlin's modelas fo1lows:
The generalidea is that one first begins s]owly,haltingly,sometimes
with a great dealof conscious awarenessand then,in the courseof
time,we are able to automatize the whole processand execute the
relevant programs and routines swiftly and withoutreflections.(1988:
56)
The importance of “conscious awareness”tolong termlearning in
generalhas been supported by experimentalpsychology, and its
significance has alsobeen demonstrated in empiricalstudies in second
1anguagelearning,such as Schmidt(1990).
0 f  course,one aspect of conscious awarenessin secondlanguage
1earning is explicit,forma1 instruction of grammar. Once again,
empiricalstudies by suchpeopIe as Long( l988)have  confirmed the
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contribution of explicit,grammaticalinstruction/learning to improved
communicative competence.
E1lis succinctly captured the theoretical justifications for the inclu-
sion of grammaticalexplanations in the classroom when he wrote:
According to cognitive theory,formalinstruction can help to increase
thelearner's analysed knowledge. Focusing on speci ficlinguistic
forms and encouraging theleamer to manipulate thesewith varying
degrees of awareness facilitates restructuring and also builds
propositionalrepresentations of L2knowledge. This enables the
learner to participate in the kinds of decontextualisedlanguage use
which require analysed knowledge.(1990:181)
Ellis went on to write that he saw conscious knowledge as an
“acquisition facilitator”which“enables thelearner to'notice'L2fea -
tures in meaning-focused input which would otherwise be ignored.”
(1990:193)
The theoreticalsupport for a'rediscovery of grammar'is quite
convincing;however,one important question remains to be answered
for the practicinglanguage teacherWhat is the compatibility of a
focus on grammar with the CLT approach? In other words,are the
two seen as“mutually exclusive”or is there a case for'interface'?
Responses to this concern are addressed in two closely-reIated
movements, Consciousness Raising (CR) and PedagogicalGrammar
(PG). Rutherford and Sharwood Smith(1988: l07)define CR as “_
the deliberate attempt to draw the learner's attention specifica11y to the
formalproperties of the targetlanguage”. In very simple terms,PG
seeks to develop a framework of how the elements raised to conscious-
ness can be utilized to contribute to improvedlearning and eventual
acquisition of the elements.
CR and PG suffer from many misconceptions stemming from an
association with the Grammar-Translation Method,which,in spite of
its1ongevity,has been called“a method for which there is no theory”.
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(Richards and Rodgers (1986: 5) )  Many of the standard features of
the methodology, such as1ong explanations of rules in the native
tongue,de-contextualizedlists of vocabulary items, t h e  importance
placed on rotelearning and the ability to talk about rules using specia1-
ized metalanguage,3 while not tota11y dismissed by CR,are criticized for
their one-dimensionalized treatment of grammar which doeslittle,if
anything,to contribute to improved communicative competence.
In his seminalarticIe on CR,MichaelSharwood-Smith sought to
disassociate the Grammar-Translation Method and i t s “_ pedantic
giving and testing of rules andlists of vocabulary items”with CR
(1988:53). Sharwood-Smith outIined four basic types ofgrammati-
caI consciousness raising according to the degree of elaboration and
explicitness of presentation and instruction. He concIuded that the
different types,in clear contrast to the Grammar-Translation Method:
_ should together provide evidence that what people sometimes cali
teaching abotllt thelanguage canbeaccomplished in a great number of
ways ranging from covert clues“hidden”in the input organized for the
learner to abstract statements{explicitnessland varying also in the
time and space devoted to drawing attention to the structures in
question{elaborationl. ( 1988 ;54 )
The proponents of CR do differ in their perceptions of the appropri -
ate emphasis of explicit grammaticalinstruction inlanguagelearning;
however,there is broad agreement that grammar should be part of a
balanced approach tolanguagelearning and teaching.
PracticalConcerns
Though the above justifications forgrammaticalinstruction sound
reasonable on the theoretica11evel,the practicing teacher stillfaces the
issue of day-to-day implementation. Given our students'needs and
thelimited time available for English communication classes in a
typicaI university curriculum, i t  is quite naturalto feelthat a return to
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grammar may be a Iuxury that we simply can't afford. Consequently,
the remainder of this paper willfocus on suggestions for incorporating
grammar into our teaching without sacrificing opportunities for deve1-
oping our students' auency and communicative ski1ls.
The first key step is a psychologicalreadjustment in the minds of
teachers as to what'teachinggrammar'means. As pointed out earlier,
form-focused instruction frequently conjures up images of a dominant
teacher,passive students and meaningless,mechanicalpractice. How -
ever,this image canserve as a usefulreference point to suggest new
guiding principles and criteria for our methodo1ogy and materials
selection.
Perhaps the greatest shortcoming of methodologies based on the
Grammar-Translation model is that the students'opportunitiesfor
experimentation,discovery and meaningfulproduction are severely
1imited. The emphasis is on the end product-the correct answer-and
not on the process of getting the answer. Therefore,the first operating
principle for the inclusion of agrammaticalmoduIe in our communica -
tion classes is to shift the focus away from the end product to the
processof achieving it.
Instead of a teacher-centered classroom, an emphasis on process
can create a student-centered, active environment. This can be
accomplished by pair andgroup work activities, where students have
the opportunity to work together to formulate hypotheses,compare
possible answers,and attempt to produce the target .structures mean-
ingfully.
Given this process-oriented approach,in which the means of teach-
ing grammar reflect core practices of CLT methodoIogy,selection of
materials and activities for form-focusedlearning can be based on a
simple,three-point criteria-identification, awareness, and  adequacy
of treatment.
If a syllabus is organized around a CLT-based course text ,a
teacher should evaluate whether the primary grammaticalitems of
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each unit are identifiedclearly so that the students wil lbe sufi ciently
aware of the items'core role inthe unit. This task,though extremely
important,can normallybeaccomplished by a quickscanning of the
text's format and pagelayout.
An evaIuation of a text's treatment of forms may require a more
in-depthinvestigation. One must ask whetherthe text providesade-
quate explanation and practice of the key forms,or if it merely presents
a superficialmodel,which may be usefulfor a specific activity,but does
little to contribute to the students' acquisition of the forms.
Inthe caseof communicative,task-basedactivities,◆ used either as
supplementsto a text or as the basis of the syllabus itseIf,adequacy of
treatment is not expected of theseactivitiesby their very nature.
However,since the overallaim of thesetasks is to promote fluency and
creative useof language,and that task goals are stated in terms of
communicative outcomes,the grammaticalelements of a task can be
easily overlooked. Therefore,identification and awarenessof the
pertinentlanguage forms is of paramount importance withinteractive,
communicative tasks.
After analyzing the material,a teacher can compensate for any
perceiveddeficienciesby appropriate introductory andpost-activity
work. Pre-activity work may include highlightingthe underlying
forms in a text or communicative task andgivingthe students the
opportunity to practicethem. A practical,non-threatening,conclud-
ing activity is a commentary by the teacher on common errors made by
the group. This willenable the students toleam from their grammati-
calmistakes,rather than being frustrated and embarrassed by them.
Conclusion
The strength of CLT today is basedon the evolutionarychangesit
has undergone since its revolutionary beginnings. CLT's principles
and methodologies havebeenscrutinized,challenged and refined,result-
ing in a vibrant,sound approach capable of adaptation to new discov-
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eries in our understanding of language acquisition. Therefore,a
'return to grammar'does not require a rejection of CLT. They clearly
'interface'. Grammar can be incorporated in a CLT approach to make
it compatible with the needs and preferredlearning styles of our
students and our preferences as teachers.
Notes
1. SeeRod Ell is( l986)and H.Douglas Brown(l994)for the details of these
criticisms of Krashen's theories.
2. As definedby Bygate,'strong versions'of CLT are basedon the premise
that a“focus on meaning would on its own entaila gradualimprovement
in accuracy”. Correction of errors is also discouraged by theseversions.
(1994:246)
3. MetaIanguage refers to thelanguage used to describeand talk about
1anguage,i.e.verbs,adjectives,affirmative and negative statements etc..
4. Nunan(1989;l0)defines such activitiesas“_ a piece of classroom work
which involvesleamersin comprehending,manipulating,producing or
interacting in the targetlanguage while their attention is principally
focused on meaning rather than form”.
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